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T

hroughout history, physicians have formed communities to aid in the dissemination of knowledge, skills,
and professional norms. From local physician groups
to international societies and conferences, this drive
to connect with members of our profession across the globe
is timeless. We do so to learn from each other and continue to
move the field of medicine forward.
Yet, these communities are being strained by necessary
physical distancing required during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many physicians accustomed to a sense of community
are now finding themselves surprisingly isolated and alone.
Into this distanced landscape, however, new digital groups—
specifically social media (SoMe), online learning communities,
and virtual conferences—have emerged. We are all active
members in virtual communities; all of the authors are team
members of The Clinical Problem Solvers podcast and one author of this paper, A.P., has previously served as the medical
education lead for the Human Diagnosis Project. Both entities
are described later in this article. Here, we provide an overview of these virtual communities and discuss how they have
the potential to more equitably and effectively disseminate
medical knowledge and education both during and after the
COVID-19 pandemic (Table).

case-based lessons have become ubiquitous and are valuable
opportunities for users to learn from other members of their
digital communities. During the current pandemic, SoMe has
become extremely important in the early dissemination and
critique of the slew of research on the COVID-19 crisis.4
Beyond its role as an educational platform, SoMe functions
as a virtual gathering place for members of the medical community to discuss topics relevant to the field. Subspecialists
and researchers have gathered in digital journal clubs (eg,
#NephJC, #IDJClub, #BloodandBone), and a number of journals have hosted live Twitter chats covering topics like controversies in clinical practice or professional development (eg,
#JHMChat). More recently, social issues affecting the medical
field, such as gender equity and the growing antiracism movement, have led to robust discussion on this medium.
Beyond Twitter, many medical professionals gather and exchange ideas on other platforms. Virtual networking and educational groups have arisen using Slack and Facebook.5-7 Trainees and faculty members alike consume and produce content
on YouTube, which often serve to teach technical skills.8 Given
widespread use of SoMe, we anticipate that the range of platforms utilized by medical professionals will continue to expand
in the future.

SOCIAL MEDIA

ONLINE LEARNING COMMUNITIES

Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, SoMe—especially Twitter—had become a virtual gathering place where digital colleagues exchange Twitter handles like business cards.1,2 They
celebrate each other’s achievements and provide support
during difficult times.
Importantly, the format of Twitter tends toward a flattened hierarchy. It is this egalitarian nature that has served SoMe well in
its position as a modern learning community. Users from across
the experience spectrum engage with and create novel educational content. This often occurs in the form of Tweetorials,
or short lessons conveyed over a series of linked tweets. These
have gained immense popularity on the platform and are becoming increasingly recognized forms of scholarship.3 Further,

There have long existed multiple print and online forums
dedicated to the development of clinical skills. These include
clinical challenges in medical journals, interactive online cases,
and more formal diagnostic education curricula at academic
centers.9-11 With the COVID-19 pandemic, it has become more
difficult to ensure that trainees have an in-person learning
community to discuss and receive feedback. This has led to
a wider adoption of application-based clinical exercises, educational podcasts, and curricular innovations to support these
virtual efforts.
The Human Diagnosis Project (Human Dx) is a smart-phone
application that provides a platform for individuals to submit
clinical cases that can be rapidly peer-reviewed and disseminated to the larger user pool. Human Dx is notable for fostering a strong sense of community among its users.12,13 Case
consumers and case creators are able to engage in further discussion after solving a case, and opportunities for feedback
and growth are ample.
Medical education podcasts have taken on greater importance during the pandemic.14,15 Many educators have begun
referring their learners to certain podcasts as in-person learning
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TABLE. Virtual Communities of Practice
Community of practice

Platforms

Examples

Social media

Twitter

Journal clubs:
@HOJournalClub, @NephJC,
@IDJclub, @DermatologyJC

Instagram

Twitter chats:
#MedHumChat, #JHMChat, #TeachDx, #WomenInMedicine, #primarycarechat

YouTube

YouTube:
Academic Life in Emergency Medicine (ALiEM), Strong Medicine

Facebook

Facebook groups:
Physician Mom Group, COVID19 Physician Group

Podcasts

Podcasts:
The Clinical Problem Solvers, The Curbsiders, The Nocturnists, The DEI shift, Explore the Space Show, The
Cribsiders Pediatric Podcast, PediaCast

Blogs/Websites

Blogs/Websites:
EMCrit, ALiEM, TheHospitalistLeader.org, Reddit, Don’t forget the bubbles, The Pediatric Insider, The PediaBlog

Phone applications

Mobile apps:
Human Diagnosis Project, Figure 1

National society conferences

Clinical reasoning sessions:
IMreasoning.com, Unremarkable labs weekly conference, The Clinical Problem Solvers’ “Virtual Morning
Report”

Online learning communities

Virtual conferences

Clinical reasoning sessions
Institutional didactics and morning reports

communities have been put on hold. Medical professionals may appreciate the up-to-date and candid conversations
held on many podcasts, which can provide both educationally useful and emotionally sympathetic connections to their
distanced peers. Similarly, while academic clinicians previously
benefitted from invited grand rounds speakers, they may now
find that such expert discussants are most easily accessible
through their appearances on podcasts.
As institutions suspended clerkships during the pandemic,
many created virtual communities for trainees to engage in diagnostic reasoning and education. They built novel curricula
that meld asynchronous learning with online community-based
learning.14 Gamified learning tools and quizzes have also been
incorporated into these hybrid curricula to help ensure participation of learners within their virtual communities.16,17

VIRTUAL CONFERENCES
Perhaps the most notable advance in digital communities
catalyzed by the COVID-19 pandemic has been the increasing reliance on and comfort with video-based software. While
many of our clinical, administrative, and social activities have
migrated toward these virtual environments, they have also
been used for a variety of activities related to education and
professional development.
As institutions struggled to adapt to physical distancing,
many medical schools and residency programs have moved
their regular meetings and conferences to virtual platforms.
Similar free and open-access conferences have also emerged,
including the “Virtual Morning Report” (VMR) series from The
Clinical Problem Solvers podcast, wherein a few individuals are
invited to discuss a case on the video conference, with the remainder of the audience contributing via the chat feature.
Beyond the growing popularity of video conferencing for edAn Official Publication of the Society of Hospital Medicine

ucation, these virtual sessions have become their own community. On The Clinical Problem Solvers VMR, many participants,
ranging from preclinical students to seasoned attendings, show
up on a daily basis and interact with each other as close friends,
as do members of more insular institutional sessions (eg, residency run reports). In these strangely isolating times, many of us
have experienced comfort in seeing the faces of our friends and
colleagues joining us to listen and discuss cases.
Separately, many professional societies have struggled with
how to replace their large yearly in-person conferences, which
would pose substantial infectious risks were they to be held in
person. While many of those scheduled to occur during the
early days of the pandemic were canceled or held limited online sessions, the trend towards virtual conference platforms
seems to be accelerating. Organizers of the 2020 Conference
on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections (March 8-11,
2020) decided to convert from an in-person to entirely virtual
conference 48 hours before it started. With the benefit of more
forewarning, other conferences are planning and exploring
best practices to promote networking and advancement of research goals at future academic meetings.18,19

BENEFITS OF VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES
The growing importance of these new digital communities
could be viewed as a necessary evolution in the way that we
gather and learn from each other. Traditional physician communities were inherently restricted by location, specialty, and
hierarchy, thereby limiting the dissemination of knowledge and
changes to professional norms. These restrictions could conceivably insulate and promote elite institutions in a fashion that
perpetuates the inequalities within global medical systems.
Unrestricted and open-access virtual communities, in contrast,
have the potential to remove historical barriers and connect
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first-class mentors with trainees they would never have met
otherwise.
Beyond promoting a more equitable distribution of knowledge and resources, these virtual communities are well suited
to harness the benefits of group learning. The concept of communities of practice (CoP) refers to groupings of individuals involved in a personal or professional endeavor, with the community facilitating advancement of their own knowledge and skill
set. Members of the CoP learn from each other, with more established members passing down essential knowledge and cultural norms. The three main components of CoP are maintaining
a social network, a mutual enterprise (eg, a common goal), and a
shared repertoire (eg, experiences, languages).
Designing virtual learning spaces with these aspects in mind
may allow these communities to function as CoPs. Some strategies include use of chat functions in videoconferences (to promote further dialogue) and development of dedicated sessions
for specific subgroups or aims (eg, professional mentorship).
The anticipated benefits of integrating virtual CoPs into medical education are notable, as a number of studies have already
suggested that they are effective for disseminating knowledge,
enhancing social learning, and aiding with professional development.7,20-23 These virtual CoPs continue to evolve, however,
and further research is warranted to clarify how best to utilize
them in medical education and professional societies.

CONCLUSION
Amidst the tragic loss of lives and financial calamity, the
COVID-19 pandemic has also spurred innovation and change
in the way health professionals learn and communicate. Going forward, the medical establishment should capitalize
on these recent innovations and work to further build, recognize, and foster such digital gathering spaces in order to
more equitably and effectively disseminate knowledge and
educational resources.
Despite physical distancing, health professionals have grown
closer during these past few months. Innovations spurred by
the pandemic have made us stronger and more united. Our
experience with social media, online learning communities,
and virtual conferences suggests the opportunity to grow and
evolve from this experience. As Anthony Fauci, MD, director of
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said
in March 2020, “...life is not going to be how it used to be [after
the pandemic]…” Let’s hope he’s right.
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